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1. Automatic processing of ECVs: data products

In this Supplementary Material, we provide a graphical overview of the data products which are routinely produced by the automatic processing chain. The data products are updated on a daily basis, by using specific routines based on R codes. To this aim, some specific functions of the “OpenAir” package (Carslaw and Ropkins, 2012) are also used.

The data products are arranged as a function of different time windows: daily, monthly, seasonal and yearly. In total, 9 data products are operationally produced for each ECV. Data products are “.png” files identified by the following name code:

```
SSS_PPP_yyyy_mm_PERIOD_TYPE_YYYYMMDD.png
```

where SSS is the station code, PPP is the ECV code (see Table 3 of the main manuscript), yyyy_mm identifies the time validity of the product (for data products related to a full calendar year the code yyyy_01 is conventionally adopted), PERIOD is the period of time spanned by the data products (i.e., “DAILY”, “MONTHLY”, “SEASONAL”, “SEMESTER”, “ANNUAL”), “TYPE” denotes the class of data product (i.e., “GRAPH”, “TIMEVARIATION”, “CALENDAR”, see Table 6 of the main manuscript), and “YYYYMMDD” is the file production date.

As explanatory case, we provide several examples for the NO processing chain. For a full explanation of the single products, please refer to the main paper.
1.1 Daily data product (SSS_ECV_yyyy_mm_DAILY_GRAPH_YYYYMMDD.png)

**Figure S1.** Daily data product for CMN Thermo-42i-TL instrument, which reports: raw NO and NO$_2$ reading ("NO", "NO$_2$" expressed as nmol/mol), corrected and calibrated NO ("NO$_{elab1}$" expressed as nmol/mol) and NO$_2$ ("NO$_2$_{elab2}$" expressed as nmol/mol), pre-concentration NO value ("Pre" expressed as nmol/mol), internal temperature, ("T$_{internal}$", expressed as °C), detection chamber temperature ("T$_{chamber}$", expressed as °C), cooler temperature ("T$_{cooler}$", expressed as °C), PMT voltage ("PMT$_V$"), chamber pressure ("P$_{chamber}$", expressed as mmHg), sample flow ("Flow$_{sample}$", expressed as l/min).
Figure S2. Monthly data product n. 1 for CMN Thermo-42i-TL instrument (referring to January 2018): NO Level-2 data (“NO-L02”) and its average (red line), minimum (“Min”) and maximum (“Max”) monthly values. Also reported are the time series of Level-1 numflag values, the selected internal diagnostic parameters (pre-concentration value–“Pre”, sample flow–“Flow_sample”, chamber pressure–“P_chamber”, cooler temperature–“T_cooler”, and PMT voltage–“PMT_V”), along with basic statistic for Level-2 data (bottom).
Figure S3. Monthly data product n. 2 for NO at CMN (referring to January 2018): average diurnal variability as a function of the days of the week (left) and average weekly cycle (right). Shaded areas (left plot) and vertical bars (right plot) denote the 95% confidence intervals of the averages.
1.4 Monthly data product 3 (SSS_ECV_yyyy_mm_SEMESTERN_GRAPH_YYYYMMDD.png, n =1,2)

Figure S4. Monthly data product n. 3 for NO at CMN (year 2018): for each month, the Level-2 NO is reported together with the minimum (“Min”) and maximum (“Max”) values.
1.5 Quarterly data product (SSS_ECV_yyyy_mm_SEASONAL_GRAPH_YYYYMDD.png)

**Figure S5.** Quarterly data product for NO at CMN (year 2018): the Level-2 NO time series together with its minimum ("Min") and maximum ("Max") values, the population histogram (left) and the power density function (right) are reported for each quarterly period (JFM, AMJ).
Figure S6. Yearly data product n. 1 for NO at CMN (year 2018): time series of Level-2 NO (minimum—“Min” and maximum—“Max” values are also reported), numflag for Level-1, comparison between Level-2 and raw “instrumental” data, and internal diagnostic parameters (pre-concentration value—“Pre”, sample flow—“Flow_sample”, chamber pressure—“P_chamber”, cooler temperature—“T_cooler”, and PMT voltage—“PMT_V”). A table with basic statistical values for Level-2 NO is embedded in the bottom plate.
Figure S7. Yearly data product n. 2 for NO at CMN (year 2018): average daily values of Level-2 NO.
Figure S8. Yearly data product n. 3 for NO at CMN (year 2018): average diurnal variability (left), average weekly cycle (center), and mean monthly values (right). Shaded areas (left plot) and vertical bars (center and right plots) denote the 95% confidence intervals of the averages.